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Abstract—Millimeter wave (mmWave) communication is envi-
sioned as a cornerstone to fulfill the data rate requirements for
fifth generation (5G) cellular networks. In mmWave communica-
tion, beamforming is considered as a key technology to combat
the high path-loss, and unlike in conventional microwave com-
munication, beamforming may be necessary even during initial
access/cell search. Among the proposed beamforming schemes
for initial cell search, analog beamforming is a power efficient
approach but suffers from its inherent search delay during initial
access. In this work, we argue that analog beamforming can still
be a viable choice when context information about mmWave base
stations (BS) is available at the mobile station (MS). We then
study how the performance of analog beamforming degrades
in case of angular errors in the available context information.
Finally, we present an analog beamforming receiver architecture
that uses multiple arrays of Phase Shifters and a single RF chain
to combat the effect of angular errors, showing that it can achieve
the same performance as hybrid beamforming.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
In the past few years, there has been an increased interest
in millimeter wave (mmWave) technology to fulfill the data
rate requirements foreseen for the fifth generation cellular
communication (5G) [1]. However, frequencies in mmWave
bands experience high path-loss, which in comparison to mi-
crowave bands may result in a significant coverage reduction
when considering omnidirectional communication. To over-
come these coverage issues, beamforming at mmWave is an
effective solution. Due to the small wavelengths at mmWave
frequencies, a large number of antennas can be packed in a
small space, and this allows to generate high gains and highly
directional beams.
Beamforming solutions proposed for LTE are quite different
from what is required for mmWave communication. In LTE,
initial access is performed using omnidirectional communica-
tion, and beamforming is used only when directional informa-
tion is available after initial physical layer access. However,
in mmWave communication beamforming may be required
even during the initial access/cell search process to overcome
the coverage problems of omnidirectional communication with
mmWaves.
Recently, two different approaches have been considered for
directional initial access/cell discovery. Firstly, in [2], consid-
ering a HetNet scenario, context information (CI) regarding
mobile station (MS) positioning is provided to the mmWave
base station (BS) by the microwave BS. Based on this, the
mmWave BS points its beam (using analog beamforming)
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in the desired direction. The authors also address the is-
sue of erroneous CI, proposing that the BS, in addition to
searching in the CI based direction, also searches the rest of
the angular space by forming beams in different directions
and also with different beamwidth (to increase the coverage).
Results showed that the enhanced cell discovery, where in
case of positioning error the BS searches the adjacent angular
directions, outperforms the greedy search approach where the
BS searches the angular space sequentially. In addition, at
the MS, omnidirectional reception is considered, which in
comparison to a directional reception results in a reduced
gain. Recently, the authors of [2] extended their work by
considering a more complex channel model with multiple rays
and obstacles [3].
Secondly, a non context information based approach is used
in [4]–[6]. In [4], omnidirectional and random directional
transmissions are considered from the mmWave BS, and the
MS can perform either analog, digital or hybrid beamforming.
It is observed that using an omnidirectional transmission at the
BS and digital beamforming at the MS outperforms the other
schemes. However, the use of omnidirectional transmission
at the BS during initial synchronization/access will reduce
coverage, while random directional transmission will result in
large delays.
In [5], exhaustive and hierarchical searches are compared
while considering analog, digital and hybrid beamforming at
the BS and the MS. In exhaustive search, the whole angular
space is covered by sequentially transmitting beams in a
time division multiplexing fashion, and initial beamforming
is done by selecting the best combination of Tx-Rx beams.
The hierarchical search, instead, is a multiple step process. In
the first step, a MS initially utilizes fewer antennas to form a
relatively small number of wide beams. The received signal
is combined with all the beams and the best combiner beam
is selected as a reference for the next step, where several
narrower beamwidth combiners are formed, within the initially
selected beam. Considering scenarios with limited mobility,
the process finishes when the combiner beam is within the
range of 5◦ to 10◦. However, selecting an incorrect combiner
in the initial stage can result in an initial access error in the
following stage.
Recently, in [6], iterative and exhaustive search schemes
using analog beamforming have been studied and compared,
and the authors showed that the optimal scheme depends on
the target SNR regime.
A. Our Approach
Analog beamforming (ABF) results in a lower power
consumption compared to digital and hybrid beamforming
(DBF and HBF) but has been shown to have comparable
performance in terms of initial access probability when com-
bined with an exhaustive search [5]. Although the exhaustive
approach is not preferred in general due to its inherent search
delay, the availability of CI can greatly improve its delay
performance. To address this, in contrast to [2], we consider
the availability of CI at the MS, so that the MS, rather than
searching the whole angular space, will form its combining
beam only in the direction provided by the CI1. This will
result in a reduced initial cell search delay and, in comparison
to omnidirectional reception (as in [2]), the ABF at the MS
will provide a higher gain. Moreover, the availability of CI at
the BS does not necessarily minimize the delay, as if there
are multiple MSs belonging to different beams the BS has to
scan all of them, losing at least part of the delay savings. On
the contrary, in initial cell search the MS typically listens to a
single (or a small number of) BS, and therefore the availability
of CI allows it to form a single beam in the right direction,
thereby avoiding the beam scanning delay.
We consider a HetNet scenario for transferring the CI to
the MS, where a microwave BS during the exchange of the
initial control signals also transfers the location information
of the mmWave BS (e.g., global positioning system (GPS)
coordinates) to the MS. Due to the recent increase in location
based applications and GPS positioning accuracy, GPS based
CI may be considered as a viable option. We assume that
the GPS coordinates of the MS are already available. The
MS, after acquiring the CI, figures out the expected angle of
arrival (AoA) and aligns its beam in the required direction to
receive the initial synchronization signals from the mmWave
BS. In this work, our results give a quantitative evaluation of
the benefit of having CI, by measuring how much better a
mmWave system can perform with the availability of CI. A
detailed assessment of the cost of obtaining the CI is beyond
the scope of this paper, and is left as future work.
Specifically, in this paper we address the following issues:
• how ABF with CI performs in comparison to ABF with
non CI based approaches (Random [4] and Exhaustive
[5] search);
• how the angular error in the provided CI will affect the
performance of the initial access process;
• how the optimal number of MS antennas that results in
the best access performance varies with the angular error
in the available CI.
Finally, we propose an analog beamforming based phase
shifters network (PSN) architecture (see Figure 1) to mitigate
the effect of the angular error in the available CI, and also
compare its performance with hybrid and digital beamforming
1The initial cell search delay associated with the directional communication
(for NBS = 64 and NMS = 16 with ABF) is roughly around 10 ms [7],
and is small enough to ingnore the rotational motion of the MS, which makes
the directional signal reception at the MS a feasible option.
in terms of initial access error and power consumption.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we define the MIMO based system with beamforming and
extend the idea to CI and also present our PSN architecture.
Next, we discuss the simulation results for the different
mentioned beamforming schemes in Section III, and finally
conclude the paper in Section IV.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a downlink mmWave MIMO communication sys-
tem, with NBS BS antennas and NMS MS antennas. A
typical MIMO received signal model, without considering
beamforming, is given as [8]
y =
√
PHs + n (1)
where H is NMS ×NBS matrix which represents the channel
between the BS and the MS, s and y are the transmitted
and received symbol vectors, respectively, P is the trans-
mitted power, and n is the complex white Gaussian noise,
n ∼ CN (0, σ2). The mmWave MIMO channel can be modeled
with a few scatterers (L) [1] and is well represented by the
following geometric model [9]
H =
√
NBSNMS
ρL
L∑
l=1
ηlaMS(φl)a
H
BS(θl) (2)
where H represents the conjugate transpose, ρ is the path-
loss, ηl is the complex gain associated with the lth path,
aMS and aBS are the spatial signatures of the MS and the
BS, respectively, and φl and θl ∈ [0, 2pi) represent the AoA
and angle of departure (AoD) of the lth path at the MS and
the BS, respectively. In this paper, for simplicity we restrict
our analysis to single path line of sight (LOS) scenarios and
therefore will not consider the subscript l in further analysis,
whereas the study of a multi-path scenario is left as future
work. Moreover, both the MS and the BS are equipped with
a uniform linear array (ULA). Now, considering the ULA at
the BS, aBS is defined as
aBS =
1√
NBS
[1, ej(2π/λ)d sin(θ), ..., ej(NBS−1)(2π/λ)d sin(θ)]T
(3)
where T represents the transpose, d is the spacing between
antenna elements, and λ is the wavelength of the transmitted
signal. For d = λ/2, aBS becomes
aBS =
1√
NBS
[1, ejπ sin(θ), ..., ej(NBS−1)π sin(θ)]T (4)
and the spatial signature aMS can be defined similarly.
A. Signal Model with Analog Beamforming
The received signal, after applying beamforming and com-
bining at the transmitter (the BS) and the receiver (the MS),
can be written as
y =
√
PwHMSHwBSs + wHMSn (5)
where wBS and wMS are the transmit beamforming and
receiver combining vectors, respectively. For simplicity in the
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Figure 1. A Phase Shifters Network based receiver architecture.
notation, the subscripts for the BS and the MS are removed
in our general description of beamforming vectors, however,
we explicitly use them whenever necessary.
Considering ABF, the beamforming vector w models the
analog phase shifters which apply successively progressive
phases to the antenna elements. These phase shifters are
digitally controlled and thus result in a finite number of
possible phases. Considering q quantization bits, 2q different
phases can be applied to each element of an antenna array.
The set of these quantized phases is represented as
t =
{
0, 2pi(
1
2q
), 2pi(
2
2q
), ..., 2pi(
2q − 1
2q
)
}
(6)
and with N antennas, a codebook of 2qN beamforming vectors
can be generated. However, in order to reduce the complexity,
we only consider a subset of this codebook, and let W =
[w1 w2 . . . wNq ] represent an N×Nq reduced size codebook,
where each column of W represents a unique beamforming
vector. Now for a quantized phase ϑi ∈ t, we generate the
receiver combining vector wi as
wi =
1√
N
[1, ejϑi , ej2ϑi , ..., ej(N−1)ϑi ]T (7)
where i = 1, 2, . . . Nq. Moreover, we set the cardinality of W
as card(W) = Nq = 2N , and therefore by definition of wi in
(7), the required number of quantization bits is q = log2(2N).
This gives an acceptable performance, as shown in [10]. The
transmitter and the receiver beamforming vectors are assumed
to be defined according to the above approach, and WMS and
WBS represent the beamforming codebooks at the MS and
the BS, respectively.
B. MS Combining Vector Selection with the Available CI
We consider a scenario where the BS transmits sequentially
in different angular directions using ABF, and the MS com-
bines the received signal with a combining vector selected
based on the available CI. Note that the quantized phase ϑi
is related to the physical AoA (φ) as φ = sin−1(ϑi/pi).
The MS first estimates the CI based AoA (φCI ) and then
identifies ϑi that minimizes the angular distance with φCI .
Finally, the combining vector that corresponds to the best
ϑi is selected. This combining vector maximizes the norm
|wiMSHaMS(φCI)|, where aMS(φCI) represents the CI based
estimated spatial signature at the MS. This maximization
problem can be expressed as
w⋆MS = argmax
wi
MS
|wiMS
H
aMS(φCI)|
s.t. wiMS ∈ WMS
(8)
the formulation of (8) also maximizes the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) of the received signal (Equation (5)), expressed as
SNR =
|wHMSHwBS |2P
||wHMS ||2σ2
(9)
where P is the power of the transmitted signal, and σ2 is the
noise power.
We now extend this approach by considering an error in the
available CI. This will add an angular error φe to the estimated
AoA, which may result in a wrong selection of ϑi and wMS ,
which finally decreases the SNR of the received signal. We
model φe as uniformly distributed in [−φmaxe , φmaxe ], where
φmaxe represents the maximum angular error2. The amount
by which φe affects the selection of ϑi is related to the 3
dB beamwidth θBW of the antenna array, which for a ULA
with d = λ/2 and N antennas can be computed as θBW =
2 sin−1(0.891/N) [11]. Therefore, for a reliable performance
it is desirable to have φmaxe ≤ θBW . However, to address
larger φmaxe , i.e., φmaxe > θBW , one possible solution is to
increase θBW by reducing the number of antennas at the cost
of a reduced gain. The other option is to form multiple beams
simultaneously, as discussed in the next section.
C. Phase Shifters Network to Combat φe
The performance of ABF (which only results in a single
beam) starts degrading as φmaxe becomes comparable to θBW .
A solution to mitigate the effect of large φmaxe is to form
multiple simultaneous beams and then identify among them
the best combining vector. HBF or DBF are attractive options
to form multiple simultaneous beams3, but at the cost of higher
power consumption. Compared to a fully Digital architecture
(DBF), HBF is preferred for mmWave communication due to
its lower power consumption because of its reduced number of
RF chains. However, the required number of ADCs in HBF,
which are considered as the main power hungry blocks in
mmWave receiver design, increases proportionally to the num-
ber of RF chains. Therefore, in comparison to ABF, HBF and
DBF may result in significantly higher power consumption4.
2The general trends followed by different beamforming schemes (as shown
in Section III) will be maintained if different angular error distributions are
used.
3For details regarding HBF and DBF, see [9] and [12], respectively.
4However, a more detailed power consumption analysis that takes into
account all components in addition to the ADCs reveals that there are
interesting tradeoffs, and there exist regimes in which DBF may actually be
a more convenient choice than HBF and in some cases even almost as good
as ABF [13].
To jointly address the issue of higher power consumption
and large φmaxe , we propose a phase shifters network (PSN)
architecture. The architecture of PSN is similar to ABF but
instead of forming a single beam with one combining vector,
PSN allows the formation of multiple beams simultaneously
by using multiple combining vectors. The idea is to form
multiple beams and identify the best combining vector which
corresponds to the desired AoA all in the analog domain.
Therefore, PSN provides a power efficient design with only
two ADCs (for the inphase and the quadrature phase signals),
whereas in HBF the number of ADCs is directly proportional
to the number of RF chains. The PSN receiver architecture is
shown in Figure 1, where NC is the number of combiners. The
number of simultaneous beams is equal to NC , where phase
shifters connected to a particular combiner represent a unique
receiver combining vector. The received signal is combined
with NC combining vectors and the output of each combiner
is compared using a comparator and with the help of a switch
only the output of the best combiner (the one with the strongest
signal) is forwarded to the ADC for further digital processing.
The architecture of PSN is also similar to HBF, with the
exception that it consists of a single RF chain and allows
beamforming only in the analog domain. Therefore, in com-
parison to HBF and DBF, PSN does not provide the advan-
tages of digital beamforming. However, during cell search the
inherent advantages of digital beamforming like multiplexing,
interference cancellation or multiuser communication are not
required at the MS5. Therefore, PSN, thanks to its lower power
consumption receiver design, is a viable option for mmWave
initial cell search.
To form multiple beams, the selection of the main com-
bining vector for PSN follows a similar formulation as in
Equation (8). However, in contrast to ABF where only a single
combining vector is required, to form multiple beams in PSN
NC different combining vectors from codebook WMS must
be used. Among the NC different combining vector, the main
combining vector is selected according to (8), while the other
NC − 1 combining vectors are selected from WMS such that
they have minimum angular distance from the main combining
vector. According to the formation of the combining matrix
WMS , this results in a selection of NC −1 combining vectors
that are adjacent to the main combining vector. This is a
suitable choice as WMS is generated in a way to ensure that
the gain fluctuation among any two adjacent combining vectors
is within 1 dB [10].
III. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS
In our performance evaluation, we assume that the CI of
the mmWave BS is already available at the MS and with
this location information the MS can point its beam in the
5 Note that, in order to get the highest energy efficiency in the first phase
of initial access while enjoying the advantages of digital beamforming in
subsequent phases and during data communication, the PSN architecture can
be easily converted to HBF by switching the output of each combiner to a
separate RF chain rather than to the comparator. A detailed study of such
hybrid architecture is part of our future work.
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Figure 2. A comparison of Random Search, Exhaustive Search, and CI based
schemes.
desired direction. We also assume that the mmWave BS always
transmits the signal in different directions sequentially using
ABF, while for a better comparison different beamforming
schemes are considered at the MS. A more comprehensive
comparison considering different beamforming options also at
the BS is left for future study.
In our simulations, we consider a single path LOS scenario
(L = 1), Rician fading with k = 10, carrier frequency of 28
GHz, transmit power of 30 dBm, noise figure of 5 dB, thermal
noise power of −174 dBm/Hz, path-loss exponent of 2.2, and
64 transmit antennas at the BS. The simulation results are
averaged over 105 different channel realizations for each Tx-
Rx distance. We evaluate the performance in terms of access
error probability PAccEr, which is defined as the probability
that the SNR of the received signal at the MS (Eq. (9)) is
below a certain threshold Θ.
PAccEr = Pr(SNR < Θ) (10)
In our simulations this threshold Θ is set to −4 dB [5].
We start with a comparison of our proposed CI (with ABF)
based initial cell search scheme with two non CI (with ABF)
approaches, namely Random search (RS) [4] and Exhaustive
search (ES) [5]. Figure 2 shows how PAccEr for CI and non CI
based approaches varies for different values of Tx-Rx Distance
and NMS . Results show that RS performs worst in comparison
to the other two schemes. This is because in RS a MS forms its
beam in a randomly selected direction, and therefore it is less
likely to form a beam in the required direction, which results
in a higher initial access error. Also in RS, as NMS increases,
the beamwidth gets narrower and the MS has to form more
beams to cover the complete angular space, and therefore the
probability of finding the right combining beam decreases,
which results in an increase in PAccEr. On the other hand ES,
where a MS searches the whole angular space sequentially, and
our proposed CI based initial cell search approach show sim-
ilar performance. However, considering ABF both at the BS
and the MS, the exhaustive approach has a large search delay
because card(WBS) × card(WMS) joint angular directions
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Figure 3. Access error probability vs Tx-Rx distance for ABF with CI for
different values of NMS and with φmaxe .
need to be considered, whereas for our CI based approach
this search delay is reduced to card(WBS) × 1, at the cost
of obtaining CI. For the rest of this section, the performance
evaluation is only focused on the CI based approach. We now
discuss how the CI based approach performs in the presence
of the angular error in the available CI, and also how this
angular error is related to NMS .
In Figure 3, PAccEr is plotted for different values of φmaxe ,
while considering 4 and 16 antennas at the MS, respectively.
As expected, for φmaxe = 0, with an increase in NMS the
beamforming gain increases, and therefore PAccEr decreases.
For both NMS = 4 and NMS = 16, PAccEr increases with
an increase in the Tx-Rx distance or the angular error φe. The
increase in PAccEr with an increase in φmaxe for NMS = 4
is not very significant due to its wider beamwidth (θ4BW =
25.7◦). However, in the case of NMS = 16, the beamwidth
decreases (θ16BW = 6.38◦), and therefore with an increase in
the angular error it is more likely that the incoming signal will
not fall within θBW , and this results in a significant increase
in PAccEr.
Figure 3 also highlights how the angular error is related to
the optimal number of receive antennas. It is observed that
when the angular error starts falling outside of θBW of the
estimated beam, PAccEr also increases. Therefore, an increase
in NMS makes it more susceptible to angular errors and hence
results in even worse performance. It is obvious from Figure
3 that the optimal number of antennas varies with φmaxe . For
instance, with φmaxe = 0◦, NMS = 16 is the better option,
whereas for φmaxe = 10◦, NMS = 4 performs better than
NMS = 16. Moreover, for φmaxe = 5◦, NMS = 16 has a
lower PAccEr for Tx-Rx distance 50 m and above, whereas
below 50 m NMS = 4 is a preferable choice. This shows
a tradeoff between distance dependent path-loss and φe. At
short Tx-Rx distance, φe has more significance on PAccEr
and therefore NMS = 4 performs better, however as the Tx-
Rx distance increases the path-loss also increases and therefore
NMS = 16 with higher beamforming gain results in a lower
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Figure 4. Access error probability vs Tx-Rx distance for ABF and PSN with
NC = 3.
PAccEr.
We now compare the performance of PSN with ABF and
show how PSN can mitigate the effect of φe. For PSN,
we consider NC = 3. Figure 4 presents a comparison of
ABF and PSN for different angular errors. For both schemes,
PAccEr increases with an increase in φmaxe or Tx-Rx distance.
However, PSN performs better than ABF, and is less prone
to a small increase in φmaxe . For instance, the performance
of PSN is unaffected for φmaxe = 5◦, whereas there is an
increase in PAccEr for φmaxe = 10◦. This is because the PSN
architecture allows to form multiple simultaneous beams and
is able to capture the signal energy even in the presence of
angular errors. The performance of PSN in case of angular
error improves with NC , as a larger NC will result in more
combiner beams covering more angular space and thus is less
susceptible to angular errors.
As PSN outperforms ABF in case of erroneous CI, we now
further evaluate its performance by comparing it with HBF
and DBF. In simulations, for PSN and HBF NC = NRF = 3.
Figure 5 presents a comparison of DBF and HBF with
PSN. It is depicted that DBF shows a stable performance
with an increase in the angular error. This is because DBF
allows to form multiple beams which allows the MS to look
in all angular directions simultaneously, and therefore the
performance of DBF is not effected by angular errors (but
at the cost of higher power consumption). Note that the
performance of PSN and HBF for small angular errors is
similar to that of DBF.
Moreover, for φmaxe = 0◦, HBF results in a slightly
lower PAccEr than PSN due its additional digital baseband
combiners (which further minimizes the distance between φCI
and ϑi), but the performance difference between PSN and HBF
diminishes with an increase in φmaxe . Also, note that the digital
baseband combiner in HBF requires additional RF chains,
which results in higher power consumption. Therefore, PSN
is a viable solution as it provides significant power savings
at the cost of only a small performance degradation at lower
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Figure 5. Access error probability vs Tx-Rx distance for PSN, HBF and
DBF.
φmaxe .
In order to make the above considerations about power
consumption of the various beamforming schemes more pre-
cise, we study how the total receiver power consumption
PTot, varies with an increase in the number of ADC bits for
ABF, DBF, HBF and PSN. In our evaluation, we consider
NC = NRF = 3 and NMS = 16. PTot for ABF and DBF can
be calculated similar to [14]6
PABFTot = NMS(PLNA + PPS) + PC + PRF + 2PADC (11)
PDBFTot = NMS(PLNA + PRF + 2PADC) (12)
and similarly PTot for HBF [15] and PSN can be calculated
as
PHBFTot = NMS(PLNA + PSP +NRFPPS)
+NRF (PC + PRF + 2PADC)
(13)
PPSNTot = NMS(PLNA + PSP +NCPPS)
+NCPC + PRF + PComp + PSw + 2PADC
(14)
where PRF = PM + PLO + PLPF + PBBamp represents
the power consumption of the RF chain, and where PLNA,
PPS , PC , PM , PLO, PLPF , PBBamp , PADC , PSP , PSw and
PComp represent the power consumption of low noise am-
plifier (LNA), phase shifter, combiner, mixer, local oscillator,
low pass filter, baseband amplifier, ADC, splitter, switch and
comparator, respectively. The power consumption of an ADC
scales exponentially with the number of bits and linearly
with the sampling rate [16]. Therefore, considering Nyquist
sampling rate, the ADC power consumption is modeled as
PADC = cB2
b (15)
where b is the number of ADC bits, B is the sampling rate
(Bandwidth) and c is the energy consumption per conversion
step. For B = 500 MHz and b = 5, the power consumption of
an ADC in [15] is considered as 200 mW, and this correponds
6For a detailed power consumption comparison among ABF, DBF and HBF,
the reader is referred to [13].
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Figure 6. Power consumption comparison of ABF, DBF, HBF and PSN.
to c = 12.5 pJ. For details regarding the power consumption
of other components, the reader is referred to [15].
Figure 6 shows that with an increase of b there is an expo-
nential increase in power consumption. As expected, PTot for
ABF is always lower than for the other beamforming schemes,
and hence ABF with CI is a suitable option for initial access
considering small angular errors. On the other hand, DBF
always has higher power consumption than other beamforming
schemes except for b = 1. Finally, PSN consumes lower
power than HBF irrespective of the number of ADC bits.
Moreover, the PTot difference for PSN and HBF increases
with an increase in b. Therefore, PSN with PTot less than
DBF and HBF is a viable option even for high resolution (i.e.,
higher number of bits) ADC based mmWave receiver design.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we discussed how the availability of CI at the
MS can reduce the inherent search delay of ABF. However,
the performance of ABF starts degrading with an increase of
the angular error in the available CI. We also showed that
the optimal number of receiver antennas is related to the
angular error. In addition, considering small angular errors in
CI, ABF with lower power consumption is the best option for
initial access. Moreover, we presented an analog beamforming
based PSN architecture with a single RF chain to mitigate the
effect of the angular error. Simulation results validate that this
solution has equivalent performance to HBF, while exhibiting
lower power consumption. This makes PSN a viable approach
for initial cell search in mmWave 5G cellular networks.
In the future, we will extend this work to multipath scenar-
ios, and study how different beamforming schemes perform
in the presence of multiple transmitting BS. We will also
evaluate the optimal number of receiver antennas based on
the statistics of the angular error. Moreover, we will analyze
the performance of PSN with respect to HBF and DBF without
the availability of context information. Finally, we will study
the choice of an appropriate beamforming scheme which
jointly minimizes the access error probability and the energy
consumption.
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